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A Valuable Classroom Tool: Separate sections on Latin and Greek derivations. Each section has 20

lessonsâ€”with assignments following each lessonâ€”giving the user a vast technical vocabulary and

increased word-recognition ability.Â  A Definitive Reference: Hundreds of Greek and Latin stems,

prefixes, and suffixes show the precise application of the classical languages to biological and

medical usage. Topic-organized bibliography, index of bases.
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"Lessons that develop a set of guides toward understanding &#39;new&#39; scientific vocabulary

through examination of stems and bases, suffixes, etc. A help-yourself guide for

&#39;unlocking&#39; unfamiliar scientific words accompanied by many examples and

exercises."â€”The National Science Teachers Association "Designed to self-teach the budding

scientist the basics of the scientific language."â€”The Associated Press

"Lessons that develop a set of guides toward understanding 'new' scientific vocabulary through

examination of stems and bases, suffixes etc. A help-yourself guide for 'unlocking' unfamiliar

scientific words accompanied by many examples and exercises." --"The National Science Teachers

Association"  "This new book is designed to self-teach the budding scientist the basics of the

scientific language." --"The Associated Press"



I first bought this book for a greek and latin words class back in the 90's. It is a great reference for

looking up any word. Helpful when learning about diseases or even foreign languages, because

once you learn the root, you really understand how so many of our languages have come to be. I

recommend it for anyone, whether you're a med student, health fanatic, or just want to always be

knowledgeable on different topics. I've actually bought this book three times! Twice for myself and

once for someone who didn't want to give me mine back!

I'm a pre-med but those vocabularies always bothers me. This book nicely dissected the words into

Latin and Greek roots, making them a lot easier to remember.

This book helped me remember some of my basic Latin and helped me realize how help it is to

know the roots of words! It will definitely help me in my higher classes like virology. I recommend it;

knowing some simple root words can make your life a whole lot easier.

This is a evidently a reprint of the 1972 book, and unlike many of the numerous other books on

terminology it includes many examples of actual uses of particular stems in scientific terms. It is

presented as a series on lessons and exercises so could be of value for those wishing to study

etymology in depth. It is more valuable than several other texts I have on the composition of

scientific naems and terms.

Exactly as described! Thanks!!

Cheap textbook + throughout explanation of the roots of Latin and Greek bases. Highly

recommended for classics students

This is a wonderful text for those wishing to improve their vocabularies and comprehension.

Especially focussed for those entering the medical field, it is of value to all. Don't let the title make

you think it isn't accessible - it is easy to use. Buy this book, and a LOT of 3x5 cards, and you won't

regret it.

I bought it for course textbook.LOL cheaper than the price in our book store
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